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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shelley will do welcome and introduce herself and material and then Brian will introduce himself Shelley:  Good morning and Welcome to the session on Supporting Challenging Behaviors.  My name is Shelley Lehman and I am the Northern Region Transition Coordinator working with CESA’s 8, 9 and 12.



Staff Student  Relat ionships Mat ter 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shelley slide:  Studies have shown that strong relationships between staff and students can have a significant impact on the reduction of behavior in the classroom or job site. When a student feels connected to an adult, they want to please that adult.   Not only does this mean taking the time to get to know your students but also getting to know what their behavior may look like and what strategies work for each student to help de-escalate.  Putting in the time before going to the job site, will help minimize behavior and when behavior does occur, you’ll know what to do.



Do Your Homework!

• Collaborate with the teacher

• Get  to know your students

• Look at  IEPs and student  plans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shelley: A very important piece of all this is taking the time to work with your teacher to get to know students better.  You will want to ask to go over IEP goals and if the student does have a behavior plan, it is very important you go through this with the teacher and understand how that will transfer to the work site.  The teacher can also share ideas about each individual student, such as what to look for in body language, what triggers they may have, what calming strategies work for specific students.  For example, I once had a student that could escalate and become frustrated pretty quick.  It often took a person off guard.  However, I knew that he had a passion for cooking and recipes.  I could very quickly de escalate him by asking about a cookbook he was making and what was his favorite brownie recipe.  



Tips on Developing Posit ive Relat ionships with Students

• Demonstrate care

• Respect  students

• Provide posit ive feedback

• Laugh~ have fun

• Praise in public, correct  in private

• Be passionate about  what  you do~ students can tell

• Create a safe, support ive environment

• Offer choices when possible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shelley:  There are many little things you can do to help strengthen a positive relationship with students such as:  Demonstrate Care by listening to them, empathize and show a personal interest in them.  When I was job coaching I liked to know a few interest and hobbies that my students had and then I would ask them about it.  Show that I am taking an interest in them personally and they are important to me.  Your job as a job coach is to help them learn a job and to be independent so that does involve making corrections, but it is all in how you choose your words.  For example, if you say, “John, you messed it up again!”, you put the student on defense and involk shame.  Instead you could say, “John you are really working hard, how can I help you?  Or Should I read the directions again?.”  Ask questions rather than assume.   And don’t be afraid to laugh, humor always bonds two people.  Make sure to be balanced and offer praise and when you do need to correct, and do it in private with no audience.  Show your passion at what you do, your attitude will show and they know and pick up on how you are feeling.   It’s also very important to create a safe, supportive environment.  Don’t allow other students to make fun of each other, put downs, be supportive of each other and help them to know, that when they are with you, they are safe. It also helps students to know what to expect but to be able to give some choice to students when possible.   You want to convey that you are here to support them.   All of this will help form a positive connection and therefore reducing much behavior on the job.



Teaching Self-Regulat ion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shelley:  Another important piece of being proactive with behavior is helping teach students to self-regulate. Here is a little video on it’s importance.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4UGDaCgo_s


Zones of Regulat ion

https:/ /www.zonesofregulat ion.com/ index.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shelley:  One tool that is used often to teach self-regulation, is the Zones of Regulation.  This is something I have used in the past and taught at the beginning of each school year.  Then you can use the language and strategies students come up with for themselves, throughout the year and in many different settings.  This is not just for elementary students- ALL individuals need to learn to understand what their emotional state is, what the cause is and tools to get “back into the green zone”.  The curriculum can be adapted to be age appropriate for all ages.  This is an incredibly important social tool to help students get their mind and body ready for work.There are four zones: Blue, Green, Yellow and Red.  Blue- we are tired, sad, sick, depressed.  Green- we are good to go! Happy, calm, ready to learn!  Yellow- take caution- we are excited, silly, frustrated, worried.  Red- STOP!  We are angry, rage, terrified, or in a heightened emotional state.One activity that really helps in the beginning of the year is to make our own zones chart or poster.  I create one for myself to share with students - another piece to help them to get to know me and make connections.  On the chart each student can take pictures of themselves, write words, draw- however they want to show their work.  The pictures show what a blue zone might look for them.  Then within the chart they can add some strategies and ideas that work for them while they are in that zone to help get them back into the green zone.   This is the piece I pay careful attention to so that when I am out at work with students and they are struggling, I can call on some strategies that work for them.  If you go to the website for Zones of Regulation you can find many different visuals, posters, charts and information to use.

https://www.zonesofregulation.com/index.html


What ’s in Your Tool Belt?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shelley:  All of this work before you start working with students on the job will help students with their emotions and help them regulate while on the job.  Each student will build their own toolbox and help increase their own self awareness and self advocacy skills.  Some examples may be going for a short walk, listen to music, wall push ups, fidgets, breathing exercise, yoga, quiet alone area, drawing-- it is individual--I had one student that would calm right down if he could vacuum!



Crit ical Importance of Effect ive Worksite Communicat ion

Communication 
from the Student & 

Family 

Communication 
from the School 

District 

Communication 
from the Employer

Effective 
Communication = 
Positive Student 

Outcome 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian slide - Discuss circle of communication and importance of all 3 being active and engaged Student & Family - It is important to value the families and students input regarding the worsite placement, the degree to which information about their son / daughters disability is shared while maintaining confidentiality and you want their opinions on all major decisions regarding the work schedule and the logistics of day to day work successes and areas of growthSchool district - The school needs to be the soundboard for taking information in from the student / family and the employer and keeping things balanced.  It is important to to track performance and ensure there is regular checks and balances occuring.  Track performance, track progress and tack behaviors and share out Employer - The employer has a better bottom line and they are in business to grow, satisfy customers and turn a profit.  It is important to help all parties meet the demands of the employer and satisy their need to a good quality employee.  There will likely be confusion and some differences of how things work and at some point and opportunities to make changes that the employer asks for.  



Crit ical Importance of Effect ive Worksite Communicat ion

Plan with employer input  and feedback to create 
t ransparency and keep things progressing forward

Know the guidelines for maintaining 
confident iality regarding student  

informat ion
It  is very important  to offer 

t raining and educat ion to the 
employer 

Get t ing connected and staying 
connected to youth requires 

st rategic planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critical areas where effective worksite communication is paramount    -Confidentiality     - Educating the employer     - Planning with the employer’s input and feedback      - Tips and strategies on getting and staying connected to youth     

https://www.livebinders.com/media/get/MTk0Njk0MDI=


Communicat ion Between School & Employer 

● Fading of job coaching supports as the student  becomes more 

independent

● Adding /  reducing of job tasks 

● Discussing sensit ive informat ion related to a student ’s disability 

● Discussing accommodat ion st rategies

● Proact ive st rategies that  help regulate a students behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian read slide and bulleted points 



Workplace Communicat ion Video 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - Share the video 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7KcfFBTbH5U


Team Discussion

What are some of the most crit ical things to 

communicate to an employer when they are hiring 

someone with diverse needs ?   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian slide Askf ro feedback through the chat OR potentially take people off mute to answer the question - this will garner some really good discussion 



Proact ive Strategies to De-Escalate

• Ident ify your emot ional t riggers and those of the student  

• Read body language of student  (also be open minded to your own body language)  

• Kick in act ive listening 

• Get  in touch with being empathet ic vs apathet ic (sympathet ic)  

• Focus on the future

• Help them understand their feelings and contribut ions to the incident    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian When it comes to the de-escalation of a volatile situation, the primary goal is to avert physical aggression and diffuse angry outbursts. The situation can then be processed at a later time with the student. Simple steps for de-escalation followTriggers - Remain calm and use a quiet, even tone of voice. When being yelled at, our automatic response is to raise our voices right back. However, reacting in this way can further agitate the student. Use a quiet voice and a calming tone. An additional benefit to replying calmly is that it sets a good example for the other students. Body Language - Facial expressions. The human face is extremely expressive, able to convey countless emotions without saying a word. ...Body movement and postureGesturesEye contactTouchSpaceVoice toneActive Listening - Listen to what the student is saying. Often students will calm down once they verbalize what is upsetting them. Interrupting them or shutting them down may have the effect of increasing the student’s anger. • Validate the student’s feelings. When the student pauses, say something non-judgmental such as, “I understand that you are upset, ___” and conclude with the student’s name. • Offer choices and clear consequences. For example: “If you come back into the classroom, we can continue this discussion. If not, this discussion is over for the time being.Empathy / Apathy -Empathy refers to the capacity to recognize, understand, and experience the thoughts and feelings of another person. Apathy refers to a lack of concern or emotionDe-escalation Strategies - Focus on future -Look at what can happen for the student when they can regulate and think about their feelings and how that impacts what happens next 



Strategies to De-Escalate Effect ively 

● Behavior is communicat ion 

● Ut ilize “CUS” process 

● Redirect ion & choices 

● Know how to maintain a support ive stance-somet imes less is more

● Primary goal -bring the student  to a place where they are again self-

regulat ing   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian slide 1- Behavior is communication - always important to remember that behaviors are a response which means there is communication happening 2- CUS Use CUS - Know this information with every situation where de-escalation takes place - C - ConcernsU - Uncomfortableness (uneasiness)  S - Safety Issues Ex - I hear you are concerned that there are too many noises and the current work setting is loud.  This is making you uncomfortable and increasing your anxiety to the point where you became aggressive and acted out in a manner where you did not feel safe anymore so you ran and hid in the office.  Let’s address these things and discuss your need for expressing CUS and need for others to express there CUS.    4- Maintain supportive stance - voice tone, body language, proximity, foreshadowing and paraphrasing 5- Get student back to self-regulation - this is a healthy place where they can exhibit independence and self control



De-escalat ion - Things to Remember  

● Be familiar with the students behavioral intervent ion plan (BIP) if they have 

one

● Bounce ideas off of others within the Special Educat ion Team to get  ideas for 

proact ive st rategies 

● Always look to find the root  cause of the behavior (The Why /  The Funct ion) 

- What  is being communicated from the student  

● Remember to avoid taking challenging behaviors personally 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian Read slide and bullet points 



Take a Proact ive Approach 

● Affirm the “act ion” that  you want  to see

from the student  

● Validate how the student  feels

● Keep your emot ions, tone and body language consistent

“Stay Open Minded, Things Are 
Not Always as They Seem” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian slide Being proactive means that you will spend more time planning and preparing for the future than you will dealing with crisis and situations where things escalate.  Keeping your emotions 



How to Handle an Significant  Behavior Situat ion 

Basic St rategies:
• Assure the student  is safe
• Assure everyone is safe around the student
• Less people, less words
• Change direct ion-offer an alternat ive choice
• Allow student  space to safely calm down
• Know the student  behavior plan (if they have one)
• Know the dist rict  plan for physical behaviors when in the community
• Always remember to think about  the future and to search for ways to    

improve things for the student .      

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian slide –LOOK AT NOTESThere are some situations where we need to think about the safety of the student and workplace.  We may need to remove a student from the worksite (temporarily or permanently),  if there are serious concerns.  When doing so, we need to think about the future of the student in the process.  We may need to work on new tactics with the current employer or look for other options for placement - different environment, different cluster / pathway, etc... and de-escalation / proactive strategies are not working. 



After the Behavior Comes the Repair 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shelley:  A very important step after behavior occurs and de escalation happens, is to take the time to repair your relationship with the student.  This is the time to really listen to the student and hear what they are trying to communicate.  A mistake many often make is just moving on after a student may have a difficult day on the job and not coming back to talk about it.  This is the part for us to learn what is going on and how can we learn from this, move on and do better.  We also may need to repair our relationship with the student.  This is a way to show them they are important to us.



Repairing Relat ionships

• Student  and staff are calm

• Act ive listening

• Talking 

• Re-connect

• Expression through drawing, write, chart ing

• Repair in the workplace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shelley: It’s important to come back together after everyone is calm but also don’t wait too long after the behavior took place.  You and your student may be feeling anxious, embarrassed, scared to go back to work- a whole range of emotions no doubt, so it’s important to take a few minutes together to talk through what happened.  Listen to your student as you want to come from a place of understanding.  You may be able to talk about what to do differently next time or other possible solutions to the situation.  Allow your student to express how they feel in a style that works for them.  They may not be comfortable talking but can draw, write, or look over their toolbox and revisit the Zones chart.  The teacher you work with may be a part of this process and we realize you will need to follow their lead- just make sure you are able to spend some time before diving back into work at the work site to let the student know everything is ok.  Another place to repair may be in the workplace, depending on the situation and where it occurred.  It would be important to follow your teachers lead on this and work together on anything you may need to do.  Maybe a meeting needs to be set up before going back to work, all depends on the situation and worksite.   You are such an important part of your students success and it’s important to both keep learning and growing together.



Att itude is everything!

“I was successful because 

you believed in me.” 

• Ulysses S. Grant in a letter to 
Abraham Lincoln

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shelley:  Attitude really is everything.  Of course you are going to have challenging days and behaviors to work through but it is important to keep in mind that behavior is a form of communication.  Students don’t want to fail, they may need help building skills and working through difficult situations.  



Team Discussion

There is no one size fits all for resolving behavior issues - what are 

some unique situation you have encountered that you would like to 

discuss and get some conversation going ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian:  Allow participants to give feedback to this via chat or by coming off mute 



Thank You 

• Final Thoughts?
• Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian:  Read slide 
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